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1. INTR~D~~CTI~N 
An n-th order homogeneous linear differential equation is said to be 
&conjugate on the interval I of the real numbers provided no nontrivial 
solution of the equation has more than n-l zeros (counting multiplicity) in I. 
In [l] the author developed a disconjugacy condition for 
L[y] Fe y’” +- a,y” + a,y’ + a,y = 0 
that involves the sup norm of a, and us on the interval [a, b]. In the present 
paper, we give a disconjugacy condition that involves the integrals of the 
coefficients a, , a, and us. This condition is 
COROLLARY 2.5. If a,, a, , and a2 me nonpositive continuous functions on 
[a, 61, then L[y] = 0 is disconjugute on [a, b] provided that for all x in [a, b] we 
have 
2u,(x) exp (J” az(t) dt) < 3 sz al(t) dt 
a 
and 
q(x) exp ~~~~z(t) dr) < 3 1,: q,(t) dt. 
As an example let 
(1) 
(2) 
q(x) = -x/2 ug(x) = -4x 
and 
I 
0 for O<x<a 
ad-9 = _ (x - 4 for ’ 
2(1 - ci) 
ol<X 
where 01 is chosen so that 0 < 1-a: < 2/3e2. The conditions of Corollary 2.5 
are satisfied on [0, I] for the above choice of a, , a, , and us , so the differential 
equation will be disconjugate on [0, 11. However, neither the author’s con- 
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dition in [I ; inequality (3)] nor the conditions of Nehari [I ; inequality (I)] and 
Lasota [ 1; inequality (2)] are satisfied for this example. Nehari’s condition for 
disconjugacy follows as a corollary of a recent result [2] of Hartman. 
2. We shall assume throughout this section that the functions consi- 
dered are continuous on the compact interval [a, b]. 
LEMMA 2.1. The dzgerential equation y” + p-v’ + qy =T- 0 is disconjugate 
on [a, b] provided q(x) < 0 011 [a, b]. 
This is a well-known result easily proved using the Sturm Comparison 
Theorem. 
LEMMA 2.2. If a,,(x) < 0 and al(x) ,( 0 on [a, b], then the solution y,, 
to the initial value problem L[y,] = 0, yO(a) - 1 = y;(a) = y:(a) : 0, 
satisjies y,,(x) > 1, y,,‘(x) 2 0 andy”(x) 2 0 on [a, 61. 
Proof. Let K(x, s) be the Cauchy function for L[y] -= 0 on [a, b]. [For 
each s in [a, b] K(x, s) is the solution to the initial value problem L[y] -= 0, 
y(s) - y’(s) = y”(s) - 1 = 0.1 We claim that K(x, a) > 0 for all .r: in (a, b]. 
If not, there is a number c in (a, 61 such that K(c, Q) = 0 and K(x, a) > 0 
for x in (a, c). Then K’(d, a) =-- 0 for some din (a, c). (The prime denotes the 
derivative with respect to x.) Hence, 
(37)” + a,(K’)’ + a,K’ = -a,& > 0 (3) 
on [a, d]. Then by Theorem 8 of [3], K’ is a subfunction with respect to 
y” + a,y’ t al = 0 on [a, d]. Also, K(X) a) coincides with the trivial 
solution to this second order equation at x = a and x = d, so K’(x, a) < 0 
on [a, d]. This, of course, is impossible since R(d, a) > 0 and K(a, a) = 0. 
Suppose then y,(y) < 1 for some y in (a, b]. Choose a positive number 6 so 
that 0 < SK(y, a) < 1 - y&y). Let U(X) = X(X, a) +yO(x). ThenL[u] = 0, 
u(a) - 1 = u’(a) = U”(a) - 6 = 0; so that by using subfunction theory 
exactly as for K(x, a), we can show that U(X) 3 1 for all x in [a, 61. Then 
1 < u(y) -= 6K(y, a) + yO(y), which contradicts our choice of 6. Therefore, 
y,,(x) 3 1 on [a, 4. 
If y,,‘(p) < 0 for some p in [a, 61, then by subfunction theory again we have 
ya(x) < 1, for all x in [a, p]. Since yO(x) > 1, we would have Y&X) GE 1. This 
is a contradiction of ya’(p) < I. 
Clearly (yg)’ + azyi = - ary, - a,y, 3 0 on [a, b], y”(a) = 0, imply 
y”(x) > 0 on [a, b]. This establishes the lemma. 
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LEMMA 2.3. L[y] = 0 is disconjugate on [a, b] provided there is a positive 
solution to L[y] = 0 on [a, b] which satisfies 
on [a, b]. 
3y” + 2w’ + sly < 0 (4) 
Proof. Let w be a positive solution to L[y] = 0 satisfying (4) on [a, b]. 
Define the operator I,* by 
L*[y] = wy” + (3w’ + a,w) y’ + (3w” + 2a,w’ + a,w) y. 
Suppose that L[z] = 0 and that z has three zeros in [a, b]. Let z = uw. Then 
u’ has two zeros in [a, b], and sinceL[z] = L*[u’], u’(x) = 0 on [a, b] by (4) 
and Lemma 2.1. Thus, u and .z must be everywhere zero on [a, b]. This proves 
the disconjugacy. 
Lemma 2.3 is the main tool used in the proof of the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2.4. L[y] = 0 is disconjugate on [a, b] provided a,, , a, and a2 are 
nonpositive continuous functions on [a, b], 
44 G 3&(x) and 244 f 3&) (5) 
on [a, b], where 
Ai exp (1’ az(t) dt) = 1’ aiUl(t) exp (It a,(s) ds) dt 
a a n 
for i = 1,2. 
Proof. Let y,, be as in Lemma 2.2. Multiply both sides of L[y,] = 0 by 
exp(Jz az(t) dt) and integrate from a to s. The result is 
y&4 exp (11 a&> dt) = 1: (-4)) Ye'(t) exp ( j: 44 ds) dt 
+ j' (-ao( exp ( jt ads> ds) dt. 
n a 
But exp JL a2(s) ds, -al(t) and -so(t) are all nonnegative on [a, b], and by 
Lemma 2.2 ye(t) and y;(t) are both increasing on [a, b]. Thus, 
$Xx) exp ( j: a&) dt) d -YU’W j: al(t) exp ( jl a&) ds) dt 
- Y&) 11 a&) exp ( jt a&) ds) dt. 
n 
Therefore,y:(x) + A,(x) y,‘(x) + A,(x)y,(x) < 0 on [a, b]. Hence (5) implies 
that (4) holds for the positive solution y@(x), so that by Lemma 2.3 L[y] = 0 
is disconjugate on [a, b]. 
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Although the fact that +(x) is assumed to be nonpositive on [a, h] is not 
used in the proof of Theorem 2.4, the fact that il,(.r) < 0 forces a?(~) to he 
nonpositive. In this case, 
J’ 
s z .t 
a&) dt < s ad(t) exp iJ a&) ds dt a u a 1 
for i = I, 2. This establishes Corollary 2.5. 
3. In the case that a, is nonnegative on [a, b] but a, and a2 are again 
both nonpositive we get results similar to those in Section 2. These results are 
simply stated below. The proofs may be obtained either in a fashion entirely 
similar to the corresponding proofs of the previous section except using super- 
function theory instead of subfunction theory or by applying the correspond- 
ing statements in Section 2 to Z(X) = y(b + a - x). 
LEMMA 3.1. If u,,(x) >, 0 and al(x) < 0 are continuotls on [u, 61, then the 
soZution y to the initial vuZueproblemL[y] = 0, y(b) - 1 = y’(b) = y”(b) = 0 
sutis$es y(x) 3 I, y’(x) < 0, and y”(x) 3 0 on [a, b]. 
THEOREM 3.2. L[y] = 0 is disconjugate on [a, 61 in case al(x) < 0, 
uo(x) > 0, 2u,(x) 3 3&(x) and al(x) < 3&(x) on [a, b], where 
B,(x) exp (- 11 at(t) dt) = - i” qel(t) exp (- J” u2(s) ds) dt 
z z 
for i = 1,2. 
COROLLARY 3.3. L[y] = 0 is disconjugute 01z [a, b] provided al(x) < 0, 
q)(x) 3 0, 
and 
44 exp - i J 
‘1 a&) dtj > -4 ?‘I a&) dt 
on [a, b]. 
u,(x) exp (- 1: u.Jt) dt) < -3 /l q,(t) dt 
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